
 
RJ Kroc Costume 
Protocol, Care, & Instructions 
 
RJ Rules while in costume: 

- Remain in costume throughout the duration of the appearance.  The head should 
never come off in front of others, only when you are completely done with your 
appearance or taking a break and you are in a secluded area where no one, 
especially children, will see you. 

- Never talk while in costume. 
- Prepare a schedule with the event coordinator ahead of time.  Make sure you take 

a break at least every 45 minutes and that you stay fully hydrated. 
- For longer appearances take longer breaks. 
- During breaks communicate with your escort about the appearance, are you 

having any problems, have you come across any problem children, etc….. 
 
 
RJ’s Escort: 

- Always have an escort while in costume for various reasons most notably for 
safety.   

- The RJ costume has very limited visibility and it is hard to hear the things and 
people around you.  All escorts should act as RJ’s eyes and ears.  Inform him of 
things such as when small children are trying to say hi or when people would like to 
take a picture. 

- Always keep an eye on RJ’s tail, children will try to grab and pull it, or even try 
and hold onto it for a ride.  This can damage the costume.  Also watch the tail in 
general when indoors, it can do some damage of its own. 

- Always have a plan for RJ, keep your eyes peeled for rooms and areas RJ can 
hide in if he needs to take an immediate break or becomes light-headed. 

- Learn things about RJ so that you can answer questions about him, remember RJ 
cannot talk and kids will ask him dozens of questions.  Be ready to jump in and 
field their questions. 

- Have water on hand at all times to ensure RJ’s hydration. 
 
 
RJ Inventory: 
- RJ Head 
- 2 Feet 
- 2 Hands 
- Blue SA R&J Polo T-Shirt 
- Brown Shorts 
- White Foam Under Padding Suit 
- RJ Body Suit(consisting of arms, legs, and tail) 

 
 
 



Suiting Up as RJ: 
- White foam under padding suit goes on first (note the 2 straps w/ buckles on the 

ends located under your armpit area). 
- RJ body suit goes on 2nd but just put the legs on to start not the whole suit.   
- NOTE: Doing any of the following with your costume zipped up is difficult because 

you cannot sit down due to RJ’s tail, so wait to zip up. 
- Put your “Feet” on.  There is a strap located in each foot that goes around the 

back of the heel of your shoe to keep your shoe/foot in place inside RJ’s Foot.  
Make sure the straps are tight and velcroed securely into place. 

- Now pull the arms up but locate the 2 holes in the RJ Body suit under the armpits 
(1 on each side).  Pull the 2 straps from the white foam under padding mentioned 
before through the holes on the RJ body suit. 

- Put the brown shorts on next, make sure to get RJ’s tail in the hole in back of the 
shorts before you pull them all the way up. 

- Buckle the 2 straps from the white foam under padding into the buckles located on 
both sides of the hips on the shorts. 

- Now zip up your back! (This is a lot easier with some help). 
- Walk around a bit prior to putting on your head and get a feel for the tail. 
- Now do the same but with the head on and then put the gloves on. 
- Remember once you walk out the door no talking nor disrobing! 

 
 
Post Event Care & Storage: 
- Hang all articles of clothing including the white foam under padding where they 

can air out and dry.  (If possible utilize hangers for the entire costume.  Do not lay 
the costume on furniture/tables, the face downside will not dry. YUCK!) 

- Make sure the head and gloves are left face up. 
- Once the costume is dry and aired out Febreze RJ’s head, gloves, and feet. (Do 

not go crazy with the Febreze inside the head, someone is going to have to wear it 
later and does not need to get dizzy/light-headed from a Febreze over-dose!) 

- If putting RJ back in the box make sure all items are dry and folded neatly so that 
he is not wrinkled for his next adventure!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
RJ COSTUME SIGN-IN/OUT SHEET 



 
 

1. PLEASE SIGN THE PIECES OUT WHEN YOU SUIT UP 
2. AND SIGN THEM BACK IN WHEN YOU RETURN 

 
Name Date Head 2 Feet 2 Hands Blue 

Shirt 
Brown 
Shorts 

Foam 
Padding 
Suit 

RJ 
Body  

Cooling 
Packs 

OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          
IN:          
OUT:          

 


